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Dear Editor, 
 
We are pleased to submit an original research article entitled “Distributed Sensing (DOFS) in 
Reinforced Concrete members for reinforcement strain monitoring, crack detection and bond-
slip calculation” by Mattia Francesco Bado (corresponding author), Joan Ramon Casas and 
Gintaris Kaklauskas for consideration for publication in Engineering Structures. The manuscript 
is submitted exclusively to Engineering Structures. All authors have approved the submission of 
the manuscript. 
 
In this manuscript, we study the performance of the cutting edge Structural Health Monitoring 
tool Distributed Optical Fiber Sensors when bonded to a reinforcement bar later embedded in a 
Reinforced Concrete (RC) element. In particular, we analyze its ability to measure strains, detect 
cracks and study the bond-slip phenomenon occurring on the concrete/steel contact surface. 
The outcome of this research is tightly linked to the study of concrete based composite structures 
phenomena such as tension stiffening, cracking and more. 
 
We strongly believe that this manuscript is appropriate for publication by Engineering Structures 
because it brings new insights into a state of the art method of monitoring the inner-workings of 
RC structures thanks to a novel application. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mattia Francesco Bado 
 
Department of Reinforced Concrete Structures and Geotechnics, Vilnius Gediminas Technical 
University/VGTU, Sauletekio 11, Vilnius 10223, Lithuania 
E-mail address: mattia-francesco.bado@vgtu.lt 

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), 

Campus Nord, Carrer de Jordi Girona, 1, 3, 08034 Barcelona, Spain 

E-mail address: mattia.francesco.bado1@upc.edu 
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Editor and Reviewer Comments: 

We thank the reviewers for their suggested improvements and corrections. Hopefully the new reviewed version 
of the paper answers to all the raised points, suggestions and corrections. 

Reviewer 1 
 
Your paper presents an interesting experimental campaign. However, there are some issues I would like to 
see addressed before I can recommend acceptance of your paper as listed below. 

The authors thank the reviewer for the positive comment and the consistently accurate improvement 
suggestions 

1. Grammar: there are quite a few grammatical mistakes and really odd (and incorrect) words choices. I 
have tried to highlight the ones that actually make it difficult to understand the paper but once all the other 
comments are addressed, the paper should be thoroughly proof read by a fluent English speaker. 

This issue was raised by all the reviewers of the present article; thus the authors have decided to submit it to a 
thorough proofing process from a mother tongue English speaker’s part consisting of revision, correction, 
reformulations and more. Hopefully the article’s readability is much improved since the previous version. 
Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the figures too have received a certain overhaul. Indeed, their spaces 
have been optimized, their resolution increased (turned to vectorial wherever possible for zero resolution 
losses) and integrated wherever it was requested by the reviewers. 

2. Please add line numbers to future versions of this paper to make it easier to review. 

The correction was performed. 

3. Abstract: the use of the expression "excellent tools" is poor technical writing as excellent is a highly 
subjective word. Plus it makes your work sound more like a sales brochure than a technical paper. Please 
focus on why you think they are excellent. 

The authors agree with such observation and the adjective was removed and substituted by Line 1: “novel and 
increasingly popular strain monitoring tools”. 

4. Abstract: you state "Yet, in hardly any circumstance this technique has been adopted with the scope of 
measuring the strains present on a reinforcement bar (rebar) embedded inside a RC tensile member (RC 
tie)." but as you will see in my comments on your literature review, this is not exactly true. Please soften 
this comment to reflect the existing work. 

The authors agree with such observation and have decided to formulate the sentence as follows Line 11: “in 
few circumstance this technique”. This should answer the raised issue. 

5. Abstract: you state "An accurate, completely-distributed, experimentally measured strain profile of a 
rebar embedded in a RC structure under different loading conditions, both before and after concrete 
cracking has been, up until now, impossible.". This statement is misleading as such profiles exist in the 
published literature. This statement also requires modification. 

The authors agree with such observation and have reformulated the sentence into Lines 13-15: “Before the 
advent of DOFS, due to the lack of tools able to perform such investigation in an accurate, completely-
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distributed and un-intrusive fashion, structural analyses that rely on the knowledge of the rebars’ strains (such 
as tension stiffening) have always resorted to theoretical, empirical or numerical solutions.” 

6. Pg 4: in the statement "A methodology of studying such relationship exploits the measurement of strains 
suffered by the reinforcement bars embedded into the concrete." Please change "the measurement of 
strains suffered by the reinforcement" to "the measurement of strains along the reinforcement". This 
comment applies throughout the paper when referring to rebar strain since rebars cannot “suffer”, only 
living things can suffer. 

The authors agree with such observation and have removed this term in all the article when referred to the 
rebars’ strains. 

7. Pg 4: you state "DOFS (Figure 1) are very thin glass wires (125 μm of diameter, similar to a hair’s 
thickness)" but this dimension varies based on fiber selection. Please indicate this in the text. 

The protective coating is what increases numerous fold the fiber’s diameter but an uncoated fiber has the here 
mentioned diameter. As such was not mentioned in the article, the authors have made the following 
corrections. Lines 78-79: “Simple DOFS, without any coating layers (Error! Reference source not found.), are 
very thin glass wires (125μm of diameter, similar to a hair’s thickness)...”.  

8. Pg 5: the referencing in this statement "in (Sieńko et al. 2018)23 where" is not correct. Delete the 
brackets and the date. 

The brackets have been removed. 

9. Pg 5: you state "The combination of the two fibers was again used by the same authors in an attempt to 
measure the shrinkage and tension stiffening of RC ties" but looking at the reference list it does not appear 
to be the same authors. 

The sentence was streamlined as follows Lines 90-92: “Previous DOFS monitored RC tie tests are reported in 
Davis et al.20,21 where the fibers are glued to the degreased reinforcement bars along their longitudinal rib 
with the intention of monitoring the impact of corrosion and shrinkage on the performance of the members 
and on its tension stiffening phenomenon.”. Furthermore, the two references have now been revised. 

10. Pg 5: The authors appear to be missing key literature from the ACI structural journal. Two papers from 
Hoult's group seem to me to be using the exact same approach (i.e. the combination DFOS and DIC). The 
authors need to include these papers and discuss how the current work differs from what is already 
published. Also, the fact that this work is published makes some of the comments in the abstract slightly 
misleading in my opinion. See: 

Brault, A., & Hoult, N. A. (2019). Distributed Reinforcement Strains: Measurement and Application. ACI 
Structural Journal, 116(4). 

and 

Poldon, J. J., Hoult, N. A., & Bentz, E. C. (2019). Distributed Sensing in Large Reinforced Concrete Shear Test. 
ACI Structural Journal, 116(5), 235-245. 

Additionally, this paper recently published in this journal would seem to, based on the title at least, need to 
be included and discussed: 



Broth, Z., & Hoult, N. A. (2020). Dynamic distributed strain sensing to assess reinforced concrete behaviour. 
Engineering Structures, 204, 110036. 

In order to tackle the raised issues the authors have inserted the following paragraph Lines 111-115: “Several 
DOFS-instrumented RC beams tests24–26 combine the use of fibers and DIC with the intention of relating 
reinforcement strains with corresponding crack widths, of monitoring the distributed shear strains (shear 
failures in particular) and of assessing the increase in deflections due to cyclic loading. Despite sharing the 
same technique (monitoring the members’ superficial strains in order to correlate them to DOFS strain 
profiles), the DIC is used in the present work as a profile validation and troubleshooting tool rather than as an 
integral part of the study.” Furthermore, the authors believe the references are also relevant to the present 
paper as they too deal with DOFS-instrumented rebars embedded inside RC structures with a particular 
silicone based protection, thus they have referenced it for this too. 

11. Pg 6: you note "reduced cost" as a requirement for sensors. I agree! But how does that happen when 
DFOS analysers cost $150k? Some discussion of this might be helpful. 

Nowadays the cost of older OBR models mounts up to 40000euros making it a relatively smaller investment. 
It’s true that the spatial resolution for clear and neat strain profile oscillate around 5mm versus the modern-
day interrogator’s 1.3mm (ODiSI-6000) but then again a measurement every 5mm can still yield very accurate 
profiles too. Once this first investment is made, procuring the DOFS is a very cheap affair. The already 
calibrated one cost between 50 and 100euros whilst the non-calibrated can cost a third of such price. The 
authors believe this discussion is out of the scope of the paper especially considering the ever changing 
panorama of the research tools pricings. The requirement list has now been changed to “performance 
requirement” list therefore allowing for the removal of “low cost” from it. 

12. Pg 6: I really don't understand what the authors mean in the following statement: "The tensile value 
applied on the edges of the RC ties is uniformly transmitted all along the rebar, hence equal in every 
concrete prism located on the same rebar." Please revise.  

The sentence was expanded and reformulated as follows Lines 170-174: “As visible, some RC ties are composed 
of just one concrete prism (for instance 9x9_D12) whilst others of two (for example member 8x8_D8). On the 
latter category, being the stresses in a rebar tested in tension uniform along all of its length, the presence of a 
concrete prism does not influence the steel strains sampled inside another prism positioned along the same 
bar. Thus, through the casting of two concrete prisms (henceforth referred to as RC block) on a single bar, it is 
possible to combine multiple RC tie tests in a one.” 

13. Figure ?: Between Tables I and II you have a figure but it is not labeled as such. I think you are trying to 
call it a part of Table I but it is not at all typical to try to embed figures within tables and it would be better 
just to make it a stand along figure. 

The authors welcome the reviewer’s suggestion and have accordingly modified the paper. 

14. Pg 8: you state "The members were developed with two concrete baths producing concrete with 
averaged mechanical properties (compression strength fc, tensile strength fct, modulus of elasticity Ec)" 
Please describe how these properties (especially fct and Ec) were obtained. 

The following paragraph details the tests used to establish the concrete’s mechanical characteristics Lines 
184-195: “The concrete mix used to produce the members consisted of 182 kg/m3 of water, 363 kg/m3 of 
Portland cement, 968 kg/m3 of fine aggregate and 968 kg/m3 of coarse aggregate (maximum diameter of 12 
mm) with an addition of super-plasticizer. The members were developed with three concrete baths producing 



concrete with averaged mechanical properties established at 28 days in accordance with BS EN 12390 and 
listed in Table I. The concrete compressive strength fcm was tested on three 150mm cubes, the modulus of 
elasticity Ecm was tested on three cylinders of size 150mm diameter-300mm height and the tensile strength 
fctm was established by means of a tensile splitting strength test on three similarly sized cylinders. 
Additionally, Table I reports the steel yielding strength fy and modulus of elasticity Es established in 
accordance with ISO 6892-1:2009 (specified in the standard BS EN 10025). ”. 

15. Pg 8: you state "at a constant loading speed of 0.1mm/min" however what you give is a displacement 
rate rather than a loading rate. Please correct the text as necessary. 

The sentence has been rephrased as follows. Lines 197-199: “The members were tested in tension by means of 
a Universal Testing Machine (UTM). The loading program was a simple displacement-controlled monotonic 
tensile load increased at a constant speed of 1.0mm/min until the yielding of the rebar is reached.” 

16. Pg 8: crucial to the DIC analysis is the pixel to mm conversion factor. The more pixels per mm the more 
accurate the measurements. Please include that value in the text. 

The authors are in agreement with such observation and therefore introduced in the paper the following 
sentence Lines 206-208: “In order to act on the first point, the utilized camera was a Canon EOS 77D able to 
take pictures with a resolution of 6000x4000 pixels (24 megapixels) therefore leading to a ratio between 
6.6px/mm and 10px/mm according to the orientation of the shots.” 

17. Pg 8: you state "black mate paint" was used but do you mean "black matte paint"? 

The correction has been performed 

18. Figure 5b: I think this data is taken at a specific load step but this is not made clear in the caption or the 
text. Please specify. 

The authors agree with such correction and Figure 5b has been suitably corrected. 

19. Pg 10 and elsewhere: when you say "polynom", do you mean polynomial? Please correct as needed 
throughout the paper. 

The authors agree with such correction and have edited it in throughout the whole paper. 

20. Pg 10: you mention a threshold of (100/200 microstrain) as your acceptance threshold. Why did you 
use this? It seems entirely random. Discuss in the text. 

A deeper explanation has been inserted in an attempt to clarify the sentence Lines 267-269: “. For example, the 
current test used a 150με threshold as it allowed for the removal of the anomalistic peaks whilst leaving 
untouched any profile jump resulting from real-life occurrences to the tested member (such as concrete 
cracking).” 

21. Please replace "naked" throughout the text with the more appropriate "bare". 

The correction has been performed. 

22. Figure 8: it is really not clear what we are looking at here. Can you include an inset figure of the 
specimen showing what part of it these strains are being measured on? 



The authors agree with such observation and have integrated in the figure an illustration of the members. 

23. Pg 14: you state "Despite good agreement between theoretical and experimental strain profiles is 
embodied by the strain profiles with behavior A", where do we see this agreement? Figure 8 appeared to 
only be presenting experimental data so I'm confused by where I should be looking for this agreement? 

The authors agree that the sentence can lead to confusion. Furthermore, the point it originally attempted to 
make was redundant in nature; therefore, this particular sentence was removed and only the edited version of 
the following one is kept Lines 385-387: “In order to assess the correctness of these novel assumptions, further 
studies should be dedicated to the influence of the tested RC members’ longitudinal dimensions on the steel 
strain profiles.” 

24. Pg 16: once again I'm afraid the following sentence doesn't really make sense and needs to be rewritten: 
"It is immediately evident how a variation of the degree of the polynomial approximation alters the shape 
of the bond-stress diagram as higher degree ones present a higher sensibility to the pendency fluctuations 
of a strain profile." 

The authors have modified the sentence as follows. Lines 420-424: “Furthermore, in order to clearly see the 
profile differences arising when using a specific polynomial degree approximation versus all the others, Figure 
10 reports all the curves as calculated by means of 4th, 6th and 8th degree polynomial approximations. Their 
dissimilarity is immediately evident as the ones resulting from higher degree polynomial approximations 
present more fluctuations as a testament to their increased sensitivity to the strain profiles’ own pendence 
variations.”. 

25. Pg 16: you state "The advantages of such sensibility can be seen", I have a feeling you mean "sensitivity" 
but sensibility is definitely not the right word. 

The authors agree with such observation and have substituted the word “sensibility” with “sensitivity” in all 
the article. 

26. You seem to spell the word behavior with and without a u in this paper. Please be consistent. 

The authors have rectified this inconsistency. 

27. Pg 19: you state "whose ascending branch’s pendency coincides", but I really don't think pendency is an 
appropriate word choice. Please revise. 

The authors agree with such observation and have substituted the word “pendendcy” with “pendence” in all 
the article. 

28. Reference 37: Are you sure this is correct? Those last names seem like first names, especially "Sara". 

The authors agree with such observation and have corrected the mentioned reference. 

 
 

  



Reviewer 2 
 
The paper presents an interesting topic of the experimental bond tests carried out on RC members using 
the distributed the optical fiber sensors for strain monitoring, crack detection and bond-slip modelling. 
DOFS strain profiles were used for crack detection and providing the bond-slip laws. 

The authors thank the reviewer for the positive comment and the consistently accurate improvement 
suggestions. 

In fact, there are a lot of confusing paragraphs that need corrections and several clarifications. The Authors 
are requested to make amendments and detailed clarifications according to the following comments: 

1.     The main doubt of reviewer is lack of clear rules and principles, which were the basis of the test 
assumptions. Especially that the tested members varies with more than one parameter. As the test program 
seems to be very random, it rises difficulties in the test analysis. The test program assumptions should be 
explained to justify the goal of the tests. 

The authors acknowledge the lack of transparency in the test’s goals and assumptions and have accordingly 
modified Chapter 2.1: Test concept and goals. 

2.     It is not clear how the tensile stress was performed. The precise explanation of the load performance would 
be valuable. 

 
The test program has been reformulated and slightly expanded in an attempt to increase its clarity and goes 
as follows Lines 197-199: “The members were tested in tension by means of a Universal Testing Machine 
(UTM). The loading program was a simple displacement-controlled monotonic tensile load increased at a 
constant speed of 1.0mm/min until the yielding of the rebar is reached.” 

  
3.     Table I presents 5 types of RC tensile members dimensional and bonding technique representation, 

however the cross sections presented below the specimens do not correspond to the specific members e.g. 
cross section for member 10x10_D12 is 9x9 (it should be 9x9_D12) the same with others 

Table I’s errors, converted to Figure 2 as per other reviewer’s suggestion, has been corrected and the 
specimens’ geometry is now consistent along all the article. 

4.     Table I does not correspond with Table II. 

Table I’s errors, converted to Figure 2 as per other reviewer’s suggestion, has been corrected and the 
specimens’ geometry is now consistent along all the article. 

5.     There is a confusing sentence: “Member 9x9_D12’s areas hatched in red correspond to segments where the 
concrete/rebar bond was ineffective, practically leaving the two materials separated and thus the rebar 
deprived of any tension stiffening” in accordance to Table I (the hatched in red part is presented in the 
member 10x10_D12 not in 9x9_D12, unless the second member should not be 10x10_D12 but 9x9_D12). 

Table I’s errors, converted to Figure 2 as per other reviewer’s suggestion, has been corrected and the 
specimens’ geometry is now consistent along all the article. 

6.     The next confusing phrase refers to: “8x8_D8 is generally the hardest to monitor due to its reduced bar 
diameter and reduced spacing for the groove and the adhesive.” It seems that the groove spacing in 
member 8x8_D8 is rather extended not reduced comparing to other specimens. 



The authors agree with the reviewer that the sentence is badly formulated and hard to understand therefore it 
has been altered to Lines 146-150: “Regarding the third one, it should be mentioned that, up until the present 
moment, Ø8 is a rebar diameter whose bond stress has hardly been investigated due to its reduced diameter 
preventing the allocation of relatively bulky sensors (strain gauges with their large cabling or FBG sensors) 
neither on its surface, nor in its core. Therefore, DOFS is possibly the best and only way to instrument such 
rebars.” 

 
7.     There is difficult to know why the steel strain measured by DOFS (Fig. 4) is zero along the initial not 

embedded length of the steel bar, but in the latter not imbedded length of the bar, after the second concrete 
prism of 330 mm the strain curve is cut, without any measurements. Does it mean that the DOFS was not 
bended along the latter steel bars outside the concrete prism? 

 
The authors have changed Figure 4 in an attempt to clarify the raised issues. In particular, an illustration of 
the member has been added to ease the reader’s comprehension of what DOFS segment corresponds to what 
section of the RC tie. The first DOFS segment is not bonded to anything, thus labeled with “unbonded DOFS”, 
whilst the second segment is integrally bonded to the rebar, thus labelled “bonded DOFS”. In the case of Figure 
4, the fiber reads 0με strictly when it is unbonded, therefore only until DOFS coordinate 0.58m (where the 
“unbonded DOFS” segment finishes and “bonded DOFS” starts). In the second segment, the fact that the DOFS-
instrumented rebar is not embedded inside concrete does not mean that its value will be 0με since in those 
sections the DOFS is measuring the rebar strains. 

 
8.     The specimens 10x10_D12 (a) and 9x9_D12 (b) do not correspond with Table 1, which makes difficulties in 

proper understanding of the DIC measurement description referring to both members. 

Table I’s errors, converted to Figure 2 as per other reviewer’s suggestion, has been corrected and the 
specimens’ geometry is now consistent along all the article. 

9.     Figure 8 does not correspond with Table I and Table II. 

Table I’s errors, converted to Figure 2 as per other reviewer’s suggestion, has been corrected and the 
specimens’ geometry is now consistent along all the article. 

10.  Due to so many mistakes and confused phrases further revision of the test results and bond-slip modelling 
is not possible. The Authors are requested to perform the major revision of the paper, because it is 
absolutely not acceptable in this version. 

The authors recognize the presence of mistakes and grammatically lackluster paragraphs thus the authors 
have decided to submit the article to a thorough proofing process from a mother tongue English speaker’s part 
consisting of revision, correction, reformulations and more. Hopefully the article’s readability is much 
improved since the previous version. Furthermore, it should be mentioned that the figures too have received a 
certain an overhaul. Indeed, their spaces have been optimized, their resolution increased (turned to vectorial 
wherever possible for zero resolution losses) and integrated wherever it was requested by the reviewers. 
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Distributed Sensing (DOFS) in Reinforced Concrete members for reinforcement 1 

strain monitoring, crack detection and bond-slip calculation. 2 
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Abstract 8 

Distributed Optical Fiber Sensors (DOFS) are novel and increasingly popular strain monitoring tools recently 9 

applied to the Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) of Reinforced Concrete (RC) structures. Up to now, most 10 

applications have seen the instrumenting of the latter’s external surfaces yet, in few circumstances, this technique 11 

has also been adopted with the scope of measuring the strains present on the embedded reinforcement bars (rebars). 12 

Before the advent of DOFS, due to the lack of tools able to perform such investigation in an accurate, completely-13 

distributed and un-intrusive fashion, structural analyses that rely on the knowledge of the rebars’ strains (such as 14 

tension stiffening) have always resorted to theoretical, empirical or numerical solutions. Yet, with the potential 15 

provided by DOFS, such insight is finally acquirable and represents the start of a new way of understanding the 16 

composite behavior of RC structures. The experimental campaign, topic of the present article, intends on taking full 17 

advantage of such potential to study the bond stress and slip present on the surface between concrete and steel rebars 18 

in differently sized cracking and non-cracking RC tensile members. These are key parameters for the development 19 

of any stress transfer approach-based RC structures’ serviceability analysis, thus the importance of using DOFS for 20 

this novel application. The DOFS extracted bond/slip laws are further compared with the Model Code 2010’s 21 

predictions and seems to provide consistently higher bond stresses per similar slip than the latter. 22 

 23 

Key words 24 

Distributed Sensing; Structural Health Monitoring; Reinforced concrete; Steel rebar strains; Bond stress 25 

1. Introduction 26 

The interaction between concrete and reinforcement bars is the central issue for all RC structures, dictating both 27 

their behavior and performance. In general practice, a full interaction between their interfaces with no physical slip 28 

is assumed1, but, whilst this simplification is reasonable in load bearing capacity analysis, it becomes unacceptable 29 

when the serviceability of RC structures is considered. For the latter, instead, a stress transfer approach (also 30 

referred to as partial interaction or discrete crack based approach) is more suitable2 as it portrays in a more realistic 31 

fashion the inner-workings of a RC structure. This approach introduces the idea of a force transfer, defined as bond 32 

stress τ, occurring along the contact surface of concrete and the embedded steel bars. Furthermore, the bond is 33 

suggested to vary according to the concrete/rebar slip, representative of their absolute displacements dissimilarity. 34 

Indeed, the occurrence of slip usually results in localized concrete damage (especially in proximity to a member’s 35 

edge or cracked section) which significantly reduces the bond action3. Bond stress and slip are the constitutive 36 

parameters of the stress transfer approach and thus they cover a crucial role in the serviceability study of RC 37 

structures and in providing key elements for a correct development of finite element models on the grounds of 38 

which accurate structural evaluations can be developed4. Despite such crucial roles and despite having been 39 

extensively investigated both analytically and experimentally over the years5–7, satisfactory bond/slip prediction 40 

models have not yet been achieved as testified by the large discrepancies among the existing ones8,9. 41 
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The most recurrent experimental technique for measuring them is the direct pull-out test in which an embedded 42 

reinforcement bar is directly pulled out from the concrete interface. Yet, according to modern researchers1,10, 43 

conventional pullout tests fail to provide the real bond conditions because of its support-induced compressive stress 44 

field in the concrete, of its non-uniform distribution of bond stresses around the anchorage length and finally due 45 

to the instigation of lateral confining pressure at the reinforcement-concrete interface. 46 

Alternatively, a more realistic way to study the bond/slip is the double pullout test. The latter is essentially a 47 

tensile RC tie test integrated with monitoring sensors able to sample and report the evolution of the strains along 48 

the segment of the reinforcement bars embedded inside concrete. Indeed, RC ties are often used to illustrate 49 

cracking, deformation and bond behavior of RC structures thanks to their simplicity and reasonably good 50 

representation of the distribution of internal forces and strains in the tensile zone of RC structures11. Thus, being 51 

the local response of the bond affected in each point by the longitudinal strain state of the bar εs(x), the bond slip 52 

behavior is simply obtained by the governing equivalence3 indicated in Equation 1. 53 

 
𝑑𝜀𝑠(𝑥)

𝑑𝑥
=

4

𝐸𝑠∅𝑠

𝜏(𝑥) (1) 

Where Es represents the steel’s modulus of elasticity and Øs the steel rebar’s diameter. Whilst some experimental 54 

campaigns12–14 perform such study on a concrete block defined by two consecutive RC ties’ cracks, some others7,15 55 

do the same on members of length sufficiently reduced not to welcome any transversal cracks during its testing (L 56 

< mean crack spacing value srm). Effectively, the stress transfer phenomenon occurring on the edges of the former 57 

occurs in a similar fashion on the edges of the latter. In both cases the bond action is significantly reduced by the 58 

presence of slip-induced localized concrete damage. Therefore, it is safe to assume that the bond-stress present in a 59 

cracking RC tie can be simulated by a smaller one with identical cross-sectional dimensions which will additionally 60 

be free of cracking-induced uncertainties (such as oblique and/or not fully developed cracks, steel redistribution 61 

and double pointed peaks). 62 

In either case, an accurate measurement of the variation of εs along the rebar is the key to an equally accurate 63 

bond stress/slip depiction. In the past numerous attempts were developed with the goal of measuring the strains in 64 

a RC member’s rebar. Kankman7 instrumented Ø25 bars by first sawing them in two, longitudinally-wise, and later 65 

milling their core in order to provide 6 mm wide/5 mm deep and 9.5 mm wide/4 mm deep channels for the 66 

installation of 3 mm and 5mm long strain gauges respectively. Houde12, Beeby and Scott16 and Scott and Gill13 67 

proceeded in their tests in a very similar manner. Despite the revolutionary aspect of such test at the time, the 68 

technique is time-consuming, labor-intensive, and rather invasive. All of this in addition to being punctual in nature 69 

(Kankman positioned the strain gauges at 25mm distance while Houde at 1.5’’ corresponding to 38.1mm). A more 70 

modern and advanced tool employed for the monitoring of rebars’ strains are Fiber Braggs Gratings (FBGs), quasi-71 

distributed optical fiber sensors in which a characteristic wavelength is used to simultaneously provide its address 72 

in the sensor network, and the measurement (temperature and strains)17. Kaklauskas et al.1 installed FBG sensors 73 

on the surface of a rebar (positioned inside a 2 mm wide/1.5 mm deep groove) before embedding it inside a RC tie. 74 

In this case, the spatial resolution was 20mm. 75 

The present paper opts, instead, to study the strain distribution along the rebar with yet a different tool; 76 

Distributed Optical Fiber Sensors (DOFS) which, despite sharing with FBGs the same functioning principle 77 

(transmission of light pulses through a glass medium), is quite different performance-wise. Simple DOFS, without 78 

any coating layers (Figure 1), are very thin glass wires (125μm of diameter, similar to a hair’s thickness) able to 79 

accurately measure strains (with an accuracy of 1µε18), temperature and vibration in 2 or even 3 dimension and in 80 

a completely distributed manner (even every millimeter) with flexible spatial resolution and desired frequency. The 81 

functioning of these sensors is based on the fact that, assuming the characteristics of the light transmission within a 82 

fiber well known and the latter properly calibrated, any alteration (due to temperature and strain) are detected 83 

through back-scattered light by the Optical Backscatter Reflectometer (OBR) and finally translated to strain 84 

variation in each of the DOFS’ points19. The instrumenting of structural elements with DOFS is simple, rapid and 85 

very little invasive as it consists only of covering the fiber with adhesive while the former is correctly positioned 86 

on the element to monitor. Seen the large amount of advantages that this tool boasts, its increasing popularity is 87 

quite understandable. 88 



  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Distributed Optical Fiber Sensor with loose termination (b) and bonded to a rebar 89 

Previous DOFS monitored RC tie tests are reported in Davis et al.20,21 where the fibers are glued to the degreased 90 

reinforcement bars along their longitudinal rib with the intention of monitoring the impact of corrosion and 91 

shrinkage on the performance of the members and on its tension stiffening phenomenon. Sieńko et al. 201822 also 92 

report a DOFS monitored RC tie test where the fiber is glued to the degreased reinforcement bar parallelly to the 93 

longitudinal rib with an epoxy resin. The fiber under consideration, though, differs from the current test’s due to 94 

the presence of a protective jacket that consequently increases the diameter of the sensor around 7 folds (0.125mm 95 

versus 0.9mm). 96 

Considering the intrinsic sensitive nature of these thin DOFS, a certain amount of protection is required 97 

whenever embedding them inside RC structures. In order to do so, some authors23 designed a method consisting of 98 

incising a groove on the side of the rebar (along the longitudinal ridge) and positioning the DOFS inside it (as 99 

visible in Figure 1b) finally securing the bond with adhesive. The current experiment embraces this methodology 100 

using cyanoacrylate as bonding adhesive. Only one RC sample, takes cue from Hoult et al.24–26’s work and includes 101 

an extra layer of silicone on top of the bonded DOFS for even further protection. 102 

Finally, the results shown in the present publication are integrated and validated with the external monitoring 103 

method of Digital Image Correlation (DIC). The latter is an innovative, cheap non-contact optical technique for 104 

measuring strain and displacement. DIC works by comparing digital photographs of a component or test piece at 105 

different stages of deformation. By tracking blocks of pixels of a complex stochastic pattern, the system can measure 106 

surface displacement and build a 2D and 3D deformation vector fields and strain maps27. DIC utilizes a correlation 107 

algorithm to obtain displacements and deformations by identifying areas of matching grey-scale values between the 108 

stochastic pattern of the deformed and un-deformed images28. This analysis was developed with the help of GOM 109 

Correlate software by GOM Precise Industrial 3D Metrology. 110 

Several DOFS-instrumented RC beams tests24–26 combine the use of fibers and DIC with the intention of relating 111 

reinforcement strains with corresponding crack widths, of monitoring the distributed shear strains (shear failures in 112 

particular) and of assessing the increase in deflections due to cyclic loading. Despite sharing the same technique 113 

(monitoring the members’ superficial strains in order to correlate them to DOFS strain profiles), the DIC is used in 114 

the present work as a profile validation and troubleshooting tool rather than as an integral part of the study. 115 

In conclusion, the experimental campaign, topic of the present article, intends to take full advantage of DOFS’ 116 

potential to assess the stress transfer approach’s main parameters, namely the bond stress and slip, present inside 117 

differently sized cracking and non-cracking RC tensile members. This is achieved by means of DOFS’ distributed 118 

monitoring of their rebars’ strains (validated against a simultaneous DIC superficial monitoring) and, through 119 

Equation 1, the calculation of their relative bond/slip values. These ones will finally be compared to the values 120 

predicted by the Model Code 20109’s. 121 



2. The test program 122 

2.1 Test concept and goals 123 

The experimental campaign described in the present article is aimed at assessing the stress transfer approach’s 124 

main parameters, namely the bond stress and slip present between steel and concrete, by means of DOFS-extracted 125 

steel strain profiles of rebars embedded inside multiple RC ties. This campaign’s experimental effort is intended to 126 

represent the beginning of a novel DOFS-aided bond/slip quantification trend which should be as broad and 127 

universal as possible in order to encapsulate all the various facets of these phenomena. Consequently, the present 128 

campaign not only embraces both above described bond/slip testing methodologies (cracking and non-cracking 129 

members) but adds further diversity in its RC samples by varying both their transversal and longitudinal dimensions. 130 

The study of bond stress and slip, despite being key elements for a RC structure’s serviceability analysis, has 131 

yet to be tackled with modern cutting-edge tools such as DOFS. Consequently, the latter’s suitability to provide 132 

adequate and accurate results towards such end has yet to be established and represents one of the main goal of this 133 

article. Generally speaking, the ideal civil engineering strain monitoring sensors should meet the performance 134 

requirements of elevated accuracy, measurement speed, broad sensing field, interference resistance, flexibility, ease 135 

of use, resistance, durability, flexible sensing lengths, little intrusiveness, applicability to the broadest range possible 136 

of structures, high performance threshold and ease of transportation. In order to achieve the objective of assessing 137 

bond/slip inside a RC structure, the previous list’s crucial requirements are: 138 

 Measured strains accuracy; 139 

 High spatial resolution in order to increase the number of monitored points; 140 

 Little intrusiveness in order to monitor RC structures without altering their performance and in order to 141 

instrument small diameter rebars (Ø8, Ø10); 142 

 Resistance to the friction present between the rebars’ surface (where DOFS is bonded) and the concrete 143 

whenever slip takes place; 144 

 High strain measuring threshold in order to monitor the rebar’s strains until or beyond yielding. 145 

As previously stated the first three points are satisfied by the intrinsic nature of the DOFS itself. Regarding the 146 

third one, it should be mentioned that, up until the present moment, Ø8 is a rebar diameter whose bond stress has 147 

hardly been investigated due to its reduced diameter preventing the allocation of relatively bulky sensors (strain 148 

gauges with their large cabling or FBG sensors) neither on its surface, nor in its core. Therefore, DOFS is possibly 149 

the best and only way to instrument such rebars. The last two points are what the positive outcome of the test 150 

depends upon. The first of these represents the biggest obstacle and is exacerbated when the concrete enters the 151 

cracking phase. Indeed, literature on RC structures experimental campaigns using uncoated DOFS indicates that 152 

the appearances of cracks is the singular most disruptive instance of the test as following measurements suffer a 153 

great accuracy and reliability loss20,29–32. Finally, the last point is directly connected to the former. Indeed, in order 154 

for DOFS to meet its requirement, the DOFS/rebar bonding technique should warrant sufficient protection to 155 

guarantee that not only the strain measurement accuracy is not affected by the advent of cracks but also that it 156 

remains unaltered until/beyond the steel yielding stage. In order to achieve these two requirements, the tested RC 157 

ties introduce a longitudinal groove and a protective silicone layer to the DOFS/rebar bonding technology. 158 

2.2. Experimental samples description 159 

The samples used in the present experimental campaign are five RC ties with different rebar diameters and 160 

concrete prism transversal and longitudinal dimensions. They will henceforth be referred to with a code such 161 

8x8_D8, where the first two numbers are indicative of the cross sectional dimensions (in cm) and the last of the 162 

embedded rebar diameter (in mm). For example, member 8x8_D8 refers to a member characterized by a cross-163 

sectional dimension of 80mmx80mm with a Ø8 rebar embedded inside it. Figure 2a introduces the five RC ties 164 

together with their geometrical features and DOFS bonding technology. 165 



 166 

Figure 2. Tested RC ties’ geometrical features (a) with their respective bonding technologies with (c) and without 167 

(b) the addition of a protective silicone layer. The DOFS-instrumented rebars were monitored by means of an 168 

ODiSI-A OBR interrogator (d). 169 

As visible, some RC ties are composed of just one concrete prism (for instance 9x9_D12) whilst others of two 170 

(for example member 8x8_D8). On the latter category, being the stresses in a rebar tested in tension uniform along 171 

all of its length, the presence of a concrete prism does not influence the steel strains sampled inside another prism 172 

positioned along the same bar. Thus, through the casting of two concrete prisms (henceforth referred to as RC block) 173 

on a single bar, it is possible to combine multiple RC tie tests in a one. For example, member 8x8_D8 (as in Figure 174 

2a) can provide the same results that could be extracted testing separately a 33cm long prism and another 16cm 175 

long prism, both having 8x8_D8’s cross-sectional features. Member 9x9_D12’s unhatched areas correspond to 176 

portions of the RC tie where the concrete/rebar connection was absent, practically leaving the two materials 177 

separated and the rebar deprived of any tension stiffening effect (as will be visible later on in its strain profile). 178 

Concerning the DOFS/rebar bonding technology, every rebar is incised with a groove 1mm deep/1.5mm wide along 179 

its longitudinal rib (as in Figure 1) in which the DOFS is later positioned and bonded with cyanoacrylate (CYN) as 180 

in Figure 2b or with a combination of CYN and a protective silicone (SI) layer as in Figure 2c. The only member 181 

using SI in correspondence to one of its RC blocks is 10x10_D16. For either of the two bonding techniques, before 182 

proceeding to the positioning of the DOFS, the contact surface is properly sand-blasted and degreased with alcohol. 183 

The concrete mix used to produce the members consisted of 182 kg/m3 of water, 363 kg/m3 of Portland cement, 184 

968 kg/m3 of fine aggregate and 968 kg/m3 of coarse aggregate (maximum diameter of 12 mm) with an addition 185 



of super-plasticizer. The members were developed with three concrete baths producing concrete with averaged 186 

mechanical properties established at 28 days in accordance with BS EN 12390 and listed in Table I. 187 

 188 

Table I. Mechanical properties of the RC tensile member’s constitutive materials 189 

Members 
Concrete  Steel 

fcm (MPa) Ecm (MPa) fctm (MPa)  fy (MPa) Es (MPa) 

8x8_D8 39.52 32789 3.07  561.50 192800 

9x9_D12 40.94 31198 3.18  541.22 197770 

10x10_D12 37.65 34939 2.96  541.22 204953 

10x10_D16 39.52 32789 3.07  551.51 191250 

12x12_D12 39.52 32789 3.07  541.22 195864 

 190 

The concrete compressive strength fcm was tested on three 150mm cubes, the modulus of elasticity Ecm was tested 191 

on three cylinders of size 150mm diameter-300mm height and the tensile strength fctm was established by means of 192 

a tensile splitting strength test on three similarly sized cylinders. Additionally, Table I reports the steel yielding 193 

strength fy and modulus of elasticity Es established in accordance with ISO 6892-1:2009 (specified in the standard 194 

BS EN 10025). 195 

2.3 Experimental setup 196 

The members were tested in tension by means of a Universal Testing Machine (UTM). The loading program 197 

was a simple displacement-controlled monotonic tensile load increased at a constant speed of 1.0mm/min until the 198 

yielding of the rebar is reached. The strains inside the members were monitored through 1.2m long DOF sensors 199 

(bonded to the rebars) by means of an OBR ODiSI-A manufactured by LUNA Technologies33 (Figure 2d). The 200 

selected spatial resolutions are 5mm and 7.5mm with measurements every 3 to 5 seconds. 201 

The concrete prisms’ surface displacements are, instead, measured through DIC technology. As mentioned 202 

earlier, in order to perform a DIC analysis, each image must have a clear pattern that is later divided into a grid of 203 

interrogation cells containing a finite number of pixels. Therefore, the resolution and accuracy of the displacement 204 

and deformation fields depend on the total number of pixels within the images and on the level of suitability of the 205 

pattern to the expected displacements. In order to act on the first point, the utilized camera was a Canon EOS 77D 206 

able to take pictures with a resolution of 6000x4000 pixels (24 megapixels) therefore leading to a ratio between 207 

6.6px/mm and 10px/mm according to the orientation of the shots. The camera was positioned 70cm away from the 208 

members (Figure 3), perpendicular to the intersection between its vertical and horizontal axis. The stochastic 209 

pattern, instead, was sprayed with black matte paint but only after the member’s concrete surface was primed with 210 

white paint in order to create an even background. Finally, an LVDT was glued to the member’s surface in order to 211 

ascertain the correctness of the DIC measurements. 212 

 213 

Figure 3. Tensile test and Digital Image Correlation setup 214 



3. DOFS for the strain monitoring of steel rebars embedded in RC ties: results 215 

As discussed in the previous section, the first step towards a DOFS-powered assessment of a RC structures’ 216 

bond stresses and slips is the monitoring of their steel rebars’ strains and the extraction of their profiles. The present 217 

section is, therefore, entirely dedicated to it. With the goal of elucidating the post-processing steps necessary to 218 

extract clear and analysis-ready profiles, a modus-operando sub-section is presented, followed by the DOFS strain 219 

profiles of cracking and non-cracking members. Finally, in order to set the groundwork for the bond/slip analysis, 220 

it is crucial to first elucidate how these two evolve along a RC tie test. Thus, a concise theoretical explanation of 221 

the phases that characterize the steel/concrete interaction during such test is inserted parallelly to the results. 222 

3.1 Modus operando of a DOFS output post-processing 223 

In the present subsection a detailed example of a DOFS monitored test data post-processing is presented with 224 

the intention of elucidating its steps. The study case RC tie is member 8x8_D8. Figure 4 represents its rebar strain 225 

evolution along the test as sampled by DOFS. 226 

 227 

 228 

Figure 4. Member 8x8_D8’s DOFS-measured steel strains at various load stages 229 

In order to help the interpretation of this figure and all the other members’ DOFS profiles, Table II clarifies 230 

which portion of each DOFS fiber is bonded to which segment of their respective RC ties (this data should be 231 

studied in combination with Figure 2a’s). Table II displays the first and last DOFS coordinates bonded on the 232 

members, suggesting that those in between are the ones effectively monitoring its strains (whether these are 233 

pertinent to segments of bare rebar or embedded inside concrete). The strain readings related to DOFS coordinates 234 

preceding the first “DOFS monitored section” (usually oscillating around the value of 0με) are irrelevant as they 235 

are originated in un-bonded and loose fiber segments (labeled as “unbonded DOFS” in Figure 4). Furthermore, the 236 

table elucidates the DOFS coordinates corresponding the start and end of different concrete blocks. When a member 237 

includes two blocks, their intermediary DOFS coordinates, being outside of any concrete prism, report the tension-238 

stiffening-deprived bare rebar’s strain. 239 

  240 



Table II. Significant DOFS coordinates for the study case RC tensile members 241 

Label 

First DOFS 

monitored 

section (m) 

Block 1 
 

Block 2 
Last DOFS 

monitored 

section (m) Dimensions 

(mm) 

DOFS 

coordinates (m) 

 
Dimensions 

(mm) 

DOFS 

coordinates (m) 

8x8_D8 0.5800 330 0.6300-0.9600  160 1.0000-1.1600 1.19 

9x9_D12 0.6900 150 0.7300-0.8800  300 0.8900-1.1900 1.19 

10x10_D12 0.4950 600 0.5200-1.1200  - - 1.125 

10x10_D16 0.5100 145 0.5550-0.7050  - - - 

12x12_D12 0.6675 190 0.7365-0.9365  240 0.9375-1.1775 1.245 

 242 

Returning to the example member 8x8_D8, a correct reading of its DOFS coordinates, as per Table II, should 243 

go as follows. The first DOFS coordinate bonded to the rebar and effectively reporting useful strain measurements 244 

is 0.58m (as expected, only strain values oscillating around 0με are shown in Figure 4 before such coordinate). The 245 

fiber keeps monitoring the bare rebar until DOFS coordinate 0.63m (flat segment in Figure 4) after which it starts 246 

reporting the rebar’s strains when embedded inside a 330mm long concrete prism. From 0.96m to 1.00m the 247 

measurements correspond to the bare rebar situated between the two concrete prisms (again a tiny flat segment can 248 

be seen in Figure 4). Between 1.00m and 1.16m the fiber reports the rebar’s strains when embedded inside a 160mm 249 

long concrete prism. Finally, between 1.16-1.19m the fiber is once again bonded to the bare rebar on the opposite 250 

end of the RC tie. 251 

Figure 4’s strain data plots are the result of a certain amount of post-processing of their raw counterpart extracted 252 

from the OBR. The post-processing is finalized to the removal of as many Strain Reading Anomalies (SRAs) as 253 

possible being the latter fictitious and erroneous strain readings caused by failed light backscattering and algorithmic 254 

interpretation errors34. In order to swiftly elucidate the base mechanism of the adopted post-processing algorithm 255 

named Polynomial Interpolation Comparison Method (PICM)35, it is important to distinguish harmless SRAs (HL-256 

SRAs) from harmful ones (HF-SRAs). The former is a kind of anomaly which, whenever it first occurs in a specific 257 

DOFS coordinate, it may still be followed by reliable readings. The latter, instead, it is followed strictly by flawed 258 

strain measurements for the remainder of the experimental test. Their elimination procedure differs substantially. 259 

Starting from the elimination of HL-SRAs, being this anomaly punctual in nature, the trend of every DOFS 260 

coordinate is studied (automatically or otherwise) as in Figure 5a. 261 

 262 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. DOFS measured steel strains versus time (a) and DOFS coordinates (b) 263 



The figure displays the strains sampled in a single DOFS coordinate (in blue) and a global trend fit as computed 264 

by the PICM algorithm (in green). The latter then investigates the difference between the two profiles. At each x-265 

coordinate, the raw data under consideration is deemed valid (in red) strictly if the difference between the two is 266 

less than a defined threshold equivalent to the desired sensitivity of the comparison. For example, the current test 267 

used a 150με threshold as it allowed for the removal of the anomalistic peaks whilst leaving untouched any profile 268 

jump resulting from real-life occurrences to the tested member (such as concrete cracking). If, instead, the studied 269 

raw data is deemed invalid, it is replaced by a linearly interpolated value of the first reliable strain reading measured 270 

before and after the faulty data. Moving on to HF-SRAs, these are much harder to diagnose by means of an 271 

automated algorithm. Hence, the DOFS coordinates displaying the signs of such anomaly are manually substituted, 272 

once again, by means of a linearly interpolated value of the first reliable strain reading measured before and after 273 

the specific DOFS coordinate. The results of such post-processing is visible in Figure 5b where the original data (in 274 

blue) is overlapped with the processed data (in red). 275 

Despite the DOFS extracted strain profiles having been subjected to the process of SRA-removal, in some 276 

occasion the sheer number and size of the anomalies makes it impossible to plot completely SRA-free strain profiles. 277 

For example, this is particularly evident in Figure 4’s DOFS sections 0.62-0.75m where hardly any data can be 278 

considered reliable, especially compared to its much improved symmetrical counterpart (0.85-0.98m). Oppositely 279 

the entirety of the second block (0.99-1.15m) presents optimal strain evolution readings. 280 

Only once the SRA-cleansing process is finalized, the strain profiles can finally be considered viable for 281 

structural analysis. 282 

3.2 DOFS strain monitoring of cracking RC ties 283 

As previously suggested, before presenting any bond stress and slip results, it is crucial to understand how they 284 

evolve and change along a RC member test. Therefore, keeping in mind the RC ties’ potential of properly depicting 285 

the distribution of internal forces and strains inside the RC structures’ tensile zones, the present sub-section 286 

complements the DOFS steel strain profiles of the tested cracking ties with a short theoretical explanation of their 287 

various behavioral phases. 288 

When serviceability is considered, the behavior of a RC member is generally divided in three stages: the elastic 289 

stage, the crack formation stage and the stabilized cracking stage. Figure 6 portrays the theoretical profiles of a RC 290 

tie’s rebar strains εs(x) and steel-concrete bond stresses τ(x) during these three stages. 291 

 292 

 293 

Figure 6. RC tensile member three stages behavior: elastic (a), crack formation (b) and stabilized cracking (c) 294 



 
                   (a)       (b) 

Figure 7. 10x10_D12 (a) and 9x9_D12 (b) correlation between their designed dimensions, DIC analysis and 295 

DOFS extracted strain profiles 296 

Meanwhile, Figure 7 follows up displaying the experimental equivalent of Figure 6’s steel strain profiles. In 297 

particular, it displays the DOFS-captured profiles of member 10x10_D12 and 9x9_D12 together with their 298 

respective substantiating DIC-based major strains analyses. The latter are aligned with their corresponding DOFS 299 

coordinates in order to create a tight geometrical correlation between the two experimental outputs. 300 

With these two figures at hand, it is now possible to study in depth the evolution of the DOFS strains along the 301 

three above mentioned stages. The first is referred to as elastic stage as no permanent deformations are present, 302 

neither in the concrete (cracks) nor in the steel (yielding). At this stage, bond stresses and slip occur strictly within 303 

localized regions at the opposite ends of the element. These regions of length lt (defined as transmission length) are 304 

where the stresses get transferred from the rebar to the surrounding concrete by the bond stress τ. As a result of this 305 

mechanism (defined as tension-stiffening) the rebar is increasingly less stressed the deeper it is embedded inside the 306 

concrete. This translates in the downwards trending segments visible in the εs profile’s extremities in Figure 6a. 307 

Beyond the lt, its strains εs2 (Equation 3) are decidedly inferior compared to the bare rebar’s εs1 (Equation 2). 308 

𝜀𝑠1 =
𝜎𝑠

𝐸𝑠

=
𝑃

𝐴𝑠𝐸𝑠

 (2) 

𝜀𝑠2 = 𝜀𝑐 =
𝑃

𝐴𝑐𝐸𝑐 + 𝐸𝑠𝐴𝑠

 (3) 

Being As the steel rebar’s cross-sectional area, εc the concrete’s strain and Ac the concrete’s cross-sectional area. 309 

At the elastic stage, the middle region of the member sees both steel and concrete share the same strain level thus 310 

resulting in a flat steel strain profile (strain compatibility area) with values equals to εs2. Experimentally-wise, both 311 

the middle and the edges’ trends are captured by DOFS as evidenced by Figure 7’s lower profiles. 312 



As the applied tensile load increases, eventually the stresses transferred to the concrete surpass its tensile strength 313 

fct leading to the next stage; the crack formation one. Indeed, newly formed peaks are clearly visible in Figure 7 314 

suggesting the appearance of cracks (confirmed by the DIC). Similar profiles are extracted by Michou36 for an 315 

identical cross section/rebar diameter member. In the cracked section the steel rebar cannot transfer anymore the 316 

stresses to the concrete (as it is absent) and has to again carry its entirety alone, similarly to what happens on the 317 

member’s edges. As foreshadowed in Figure 6b, this translates to a peaking of the εs profile in correspondence to 318 

the crack. The formation of this strain peak is quite sudden as the bar abruptly passes from carrying a total strain of 319 

εs2 to a much larger one (εs1) in an instance (a jump of magnitude equivalent to Equation 4). 320 

𝜀𝑠2

𝜀𝑠1

=
𝑛 ∗ 𝜌

1 + 𝑛 ∗ 𝜌
 (4) 

In truth, this is often not entirely the case as cracks frequently tend to develop obliquely over multiple cross-321 

sections (as visible in Figure 7’s DIC images) due to the heterogeneous distribution of aggregates and lack of tensile 322 

strength symmetry across a RC tie’s cross-section. Therefore, even in a cracked cross-section, a certain amount of 323 

stress is transferred from the bar to the surrounding concrete portions that are still whole thus preventing its strains 324 

from reaching the value εs1, as in Figure 7’s DOFS profiles. Furthermore, in the latter, it can be observed that the 325 

left crack has a double tip. These eventually merge into one at larger loads probably due to the complete loss of 326 

concrete/steel bond between these two tips. Moving away from the crack, concrete is again present around the rebar. 327 

Consequently, the steel is able, once more, to transfer to it part of its stresses. This occurs until a point (distant lt 328 

from the crack) beyond which the strain compatibility is fully re-acquired, translating again in a uniformly flat strain 329 

profile (as the one visible on the right of 10x10_D12’s double-pointed peak). Soon after the advent of the first crack 330 

though, crack 2 appears in the middle of the compatibility area and develops much faster than crack 1 due to its 331 

superior width. 332 

The third and last stage is the one of stabilized cracking (represented in Figure 6c). Here, despite the increase of 333 

the tensile load, the RC tie does not crack any further. This is due to insufficient length of the cracks-defined chunks 334 

to allow for the stresses in the concrete to surpass the tensile strength fct. According to the literature37, the average 335 

length of such blocks srm is considered to be comprised in the interval lt<srm<2lt. Experimentally wise, the higher 336 

profiles of Figure 7a and b lack any further crack-induced peaks suggesting that the stabilized cracking stage is 337 

effectively ongoing. The profiles simply keep increasing in magnitude shifting upwards in the graph. It is also 338 

noticeable how, at higher loads, the strain peaks values become similar and equivalent to the bare rebar’s due to the 339 

full opening of the cracks. 340 

Overall, the above DOFS measurements are in good agreement with the theoretical RC tie behavioral phases. 341 

Indeed, the various stages are accurately reported both at low and high strain gradient and absolute value. On the 342 

topic of the maximum measurable strain threshold both members continue sampling reliable measurements beyond 343 

the cracking stage, deep in the stabilized cracking stage up until the steel yielding strain. This testifies to the 344 

resistance of the DOFS as embedded sensors. Finally, a good agreement can also be found between the crack 345 

positioning as reported by DOFS and by DIC demonstrating each other’s compatibility and integration potential. 346 

3.3 DOFS strain monitoring of non-cracking RC ties 347 

The smaller RC ties tested in the present campaign are incorporated in members 8x8_D8, 10x10_D16 and 348 

12x12_D12 (as visible in Figure 2a). Unexpectedly, the former’s larger segment (330mm) didn’t crack transversally 349 

as by design; instead, only splitting cracks appeared on its edges. Indeed, Figure 4 shows no crack-indicative strain 350 

peaks effectively suggesting that both segments of 8x8_D8 behave as a non-cracking members. This can be 351 

attributed to the lack of sufficient transversal pressure, usually provided by thick concrete covers or transversal 352 

reinforcement (both lacking in 8x8_D8), which delays the commencement of splitting failure thanks to its induced 353 

frictional force in the steel-concrete contact surface (resulting in higher bond stresses and in reduced values of slip). 354 

Moving on to members 10x10_D16 and 12x12_D12, Figure 8 represents the evolution of their DOFS strain 355 

profiles during the tensile test. As visible in Figure 2, on member 10x10_D16 different DOFS/rebar bonding 356 

techniques were used.  357 



 
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. DOFS Steel strain profiles at various load stages inside member 10x10_D16 (a) and 12x12_D12 (b) 358 

Its first segment (145mm) is the only one including a silicone-based protection layer and ends up being the only 359 

one free of excessive HF-SRAs. Consequently, only the latter is represented in Figure 8a. This result, despite having 360 

come at the cost of most of the member’s measurements, is crucial for the definition of a universally performant 361 

DOFS bonding methodology. 362 

As expected, all of Figure 8’s strain profiles present no strain peaks (indicative of cracks) at any load but do, 363 

instead, behave in two seemingly different ways. The first, hereon defined as Behavior A and exemplified by 364 

member 10x10_D16 (Figure 8a), sees a geometrically uniform evolution of the strain profiles (practically offsetting 365 

upwards) proportional to the applied load. Such behavior is also present in the second segment of 8x8_D8 (Figure 366 

4) and in the first segment of 12x12_D12 (Figure 8b). In all of these cases, the strain profiles are initially 367 

characterized by a parabolic shape with a flat segment in its center (analogous to the cracking members’ elastic 368 

stage). Soon after, when the compatibility areas’ flatness is lost, they are characterized by two linearly-approximable 369 

profiles (crossing in the mid/span) which simply shift upwards remaining almost unaltered. Only the first segment 370 

of 12x12_D12, slightly gains pendence with the increasing load. These results are in line with the experimental 371 

work from Kankman7, Beeby and Scott16, Scott and Gill’s13 and Kaklauskas et al.1. Behavior A is reminiscent of 372 

the steel rebar’s strain profile during the stabilized cracking stage (Figure 6c). 373 

Behavior B, instead, is exemplified by the first segment of 8x8_D8 (Figure 4) and is characterized by a strain 374 

profile whose central zone hardly grows along the duration of the test whilst its edges do, proportionally to the load. 375 

Such behavior is also evident in the second segment of 12x12_D12 (Figure 8b) even though not as prominently. 376 

Behavior B’s profiles are reminiscent of Figure 6b’s cracking stage ones despite the formers’ central zone strains 377 

are not sufficiently large for the concrete to actually crack. 378 

The most plausible reason for Behavior A and B’s resemblances to the stabilized cracking profiles and cracking 379 

stage profiles, respectively, lays in the RC tie lengths. Indeed, member 12x12_D12 second segment’s length is 380 

critically close to surpassing the member’s maximum crack spacing, effectively landing its behavior between a non-381 

cracking and a cracking RC tie. Consequently, its strain profile will be closer to Figure 6b’s (cracking stage) than 382 

Figure 6c’s (stabilized cracking stage) despite never reaching the point that a crack-induced peak appears in its mid-383 

section. Oppositely, member 12x12_D12’s first segment, being 50mm shorter, completely misses out on this hybrid 384 

behavior therefore being characterized by strain profiles closer to Figure 6c’s. In order to assess the correctness of 385 

these novel assumptions, further studies should be dedicated to the influence of the tested RC members’ longitudinal 386 

dimensions on the steel strain profiles. 387 



4. DOFS for concrete/steel bond-slip modeling 388 

Similarly to the previous section, this one also presents first a modus operando on how to extract the bond/slip 389 

profiles from the DOFS-sampled ones and on how to compare them with the ones calculated according to the Model 390 

Code 2010’s guidelines. These procedures are then applied to all the RC members. These analyses’ outcomes should 391 

help gaging DOFS’ capacity to lead to accurate bond/slip laws. 392 

4.1 Modus operando for DOFS bond-slip calculation 393 

The stress transfer approach considers the strains to be directly governed by the bond-stress between the rebar 394 

and concrete on the surface of the former. Yet, the opposite is also valid, therefore the bond-stress τ can be calculated 395 

by simply rearranging Equation 1 into Equation 5. 396 

𝜏(𝑥) =
𝐸𝑠∅𝑠

4

𝑑𝜀𝑠(𝑥)

𝑑𝑥
 (5) 

It should be considered that the DOFS extracted strain profiles aren’t fit to be directly used as input for Equation 397 

5’s 𝜀𝑠(𝑥). Indeed, due to the DOFS’ intrinsic sensitive nature, its profiles are never perfectly smooth but rather 398 

“lumpy” as visible, for example, in Figure 9a. 399 

 400 

 401 

Figure 9. DOFS extracted strain profile and its different polynomial approximations (a) and just the latter two 402 

for better comparison(b) 403 

The reason for such can span from the DOFS measurement noise to the presence of aggregates in monitored 404 

cross-sections creating extra friction on the fiber. However, the overall trend is never less than evident and can be 405 

easily captured by means of simple polynomial approximations of any specific degree. For example, Figure 9 406 

represents the use of a 4th and 8th degree and, as evident in Figure 9b, their resulting profiles display some 407 

dissimilarities. In the light of such polynomial-degree profile differences, the choice of the correct degree is crucial 408 

for a performant analysis and thus should be undertaken with care. 409 

The steel/concrete slip, over a segment n (underscore letter in the following equations) of length Δl, is calculated 410 

as in Equation 6 while the total slip over half of the member l/2 is a simple integral as in Equation 7. 411 

𝛥𝑠𝑛 = 𝛥𝑙 (
𝜀𝑠,𝑛 + 𝜀𝑠,𝑛−1

2
−

𝜀𝑐,𝑛 + 𝜀𝑐,𝑛−1

2
) (6) 

∫ 𝑠(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑙/2

0

 (7) 

The mean strain in the concrete 𝜀𝑐,𝑛 is calculated by rearranging the equilibrium equation (Equation 8) into 412 

Equation 9: 413 



𝑃 = 𝑁𝑠,𝑛 + 𝑁𝑐,𝑛 =  𝜀𝑠,𝑛𝐸𝑠𝐴𝑠 + 𝜀𝑐,𝑛𝐸𝑐𝐴𝑐  (8) 

𝜀𝑐,𝑛 =
𝑃 − 𝜀𝑠,𝑛𝐸𝑠𝐴𝑠

𝐸𝑐𝐴𝑐

 (9) 

With the bond stress and slip laws defined, they can be compared with the Model Code 2010’s ones (Equation 414 

10). The selected parameters to be inserted in Equation 10 are listed in Equation 11 and consider a pull-out failure 415 

(double pull-out in our case) and good bonding conditions. 416 

𝜏0 = 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 (
𝑠

𝑠1

)
𝛼

 𝑓𝑜𝑟 0 < 𝑠 < 𝑠1 (10) 

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2.5 √𝑓𝑐𝑘 ,      s1 = 1mm       and        α=0.4      (11) 

With fck being the characteristic compressive strength of concrete in our case equals to the members’ mean 417 

compressive strength fcm. By means of these equations, Figure 10 plots the bond stress, slip and bond-slip curves of 418 

the study case member 8x8_D8 and, in particular, of the strains included in its DOFS coordinates interval 0.8775-419 

0.9600m. Furthermore, in order to clearly see the profile differences arising when using a specific polynomial 420 

degree approximation versus all the others, Figure 10 reports all the curves as calculated by means of 4th, 6th and 8th 421 

degree polynomial approximations. Their dissimilarity is immediately evident as the ones resulting from higher 422 

degree polynomial approximations present more fluctuations as a testament to their increased sensitivity to the 423 

strain profiles’ own pendence variations. The advantages of higher degree polynomial approximations can be 424 

perceived when comparing Figure 10’s first and last line. Indeed, in the latter, the graduality with which the 425 

steel/concrete strain compatibility is lost along the test is more evident. As a matter of fact, with an 8th degree 426 

polynomial approximation, the bond stress graph (Figure 10g) clearly shows how the first DOFS section where τ≠0 427 

is progressively shifting inwards with the load, until this condition is only met in the member’s mid-span. 428 

Differently so, with a 4th degree polynomial approximation, such evolution is undetectable. What is also more 429 

discernible in Figure 10g, compared to Figure 10a, is the progressive shift inwards of the bond profiles’ maximal 430 

points. A correct evaluation of their position is crucial for the definition of the debonding area (also defined as bond 431 

deterioration zone or damage zone). The latter, comprised between the maximal point on one side and the 432 

contiguous member edge on the other, progressively expands inwards as the slip gradually deteriorates the bond. 433 

Finally, a higher degree polynomial approximation also represents the rise in the slip (Figure 10b, e and h) in a more 434 

realistic fashion. 435 

Oppositely so, the same sensitivity that allows to better represent the bond stress and slip of one RC member, 436 

can be counterproductive in another, especially if the latter is “lumpier” than the former. Indeed, with a higher 437 

degree polynomial approximation the resulting bond/slip curves of the latter would be characterized by curving and 438 

twisting that would not be representative of the global evolution of the bond stress but rather of the influence of 439 

punctual factors such as aggregate friction on the fiber and DOFS reading issues. In this case then, a lower degree 440 

polynomial approximation is preferable. 441 

The bond/slip curves represented in the upcoming sub-section will follow the above elucidated guidelines. 442 

4.2 DOFS bond-slip calculation results 443 

Figure 11 represents the bond stress, slip and their combined law of the other tested members. These plots are 444 

obtained by means of polynomial approximations of varying degrees selected on the grounds of the clarity and 445 

accuracy of their outputs (as foretold earlier). Furthermore, the MC2010’s predicted bond/slip laws have also been 446 

included in Figure 11’s bond/slip plots for comparison purpose. Note that this comparison’s quality index is not a 447 

point-by-point similarity between the DOFS and MC2010 curves, but rather a similarity of their magnitude, trend 448 

and load-dictated variation. 449 



 450 

Figure 10. Bond, slip and bond-slip calculation for 4th ,6th ,8th degree polynomial approximated strain profiles for 451 

member 8x8_D8 segment 1 452 

Also, some of Figure 11’s profiles are characterized by smaller final loads compared to the others, namely 453 

member 12x12_D12’s, due to the disruptive presence of SRAs at larger loads. The use of only low-load profiles is 454 

directly reflected in the lower slip values. Finally, for member 9x9_D12, only the first segment’s profile (non-455 

cracking) is reported as the precision of the cracking one’s is insufficient for a bond/slip analysis. 456 

With these aspects in mind, starting from the concrete/steel bond stress of each member, different development 457 

behaviors are noticeable. The first, present in Figure 11a, d, m and p, begins with a few increasingly pendent plots 458 

(indicative of the equivalent elastic and cracking phases), but soon after becomes characterized by small variations 459 

of mostly linear profiles. Whilst this might not be immediately discernible from Figure 11’s bond representations, 460 

attention should be put to the load corresponding to each plot. The reader would then see that the ones corresponding 461 

to the larger ones are moderately grouped. Differently so, the second development behavior, evident in Figure 10, 462 

Figure 11g and j, is characterized by a gradual curvilinear evolution all along the test duration. It should be remarked 463 

that member 12x12_D12’s segment 1 (Figure 11g) and 10x10_D12 (Figure 11m) display a hybrid behavior, starting 464 

with the former and subsequently becoming resemblant to the latter. This, as discussed above, is potentially a 465 

consequence of the concrete block’s length and its proximity to the minimum crack spacing. The behavioral 466 

difference was actually foreshadowed by the dissimilarity of their relative strain profiles and therefore can be tightly 467 

correlated to the above defined Behavior A and B. 468 

This difference is also translated in the members’ bond-slip laws and is particularly evident when compared 469 

against the ones calculated by means of the Model Code 2010. Nowhere is as obvious as in member 8x8_D8’s two 470 

segments, Figure 10c (or f and i according to the chosen polynomial approximation) and Figure 11c.  471 



 472 

 473 

 474 



 475 

Figure 11. Bond, slip and bond-slip profiles of members 8x8_D8 segment 2, 10x10_D16 segment 1, 12x12_D12 476 

segment 1 and 2, 10x10_D12 and 9x9_D12 segment 1  477 

In the former, after a small initial branch of good agreement with the MC2010, the curve’s distancing from the 478 

code’s prediction suggests a much stronger connection between the two constitutive materials compared to the 479 

model code’s. In the latter, instead, the curve immediately deviates from the model’s, thus suggesting a much 480 

weaker one. Unfortunately, the order of magnitude of the deviation between the DOFS/MC2010 bond/slip laws 481 

cannot be overlooked and seems to advocate for a low reliability of this particular test result (8x8_D8). Then again, 482 

this member’s compact and almost uniformous bundle of ascending branches can also be found in literature for 483 

other bond/slip modeling techniques such as finite elements analysis38. Member 10x10_D16’s (Figure 11f) 484 

ascending branches’ pendence coincides with the Model Code’s for small loads only. For higher ones, despite still 485 

enveloping the MC2010 curve, the profiles fan outwards, losing the compactness that characterized the previous 486 

member’s profiles. This was to be expected as Behavior A leads by definition to very similar bond stresses but to 487 

different slips, thus resulting in ascending branches which tend to distance each other, fanning out, as the load 488 

increase. For both 12x12_D12’s curves (Figure 11i and l) the resulting bond/slip laws are quite close to the 489 

MC2010’s predictions; more the former than the latter. The hybrid behavior of Figure 11i’s curves is also noticeable 490 

as they aren’t as compact as in Figure 11j but do not fan out as much as the previous member’s. A similar hybrid 491 

behavior is noticeable in member 10x10_D12’s bond slip laws (Figure 11o) despite its lower proximity to the code’s 492 

predicted values. This difference persists in Figure 11r in an exacerbated manner. 493 

Figure 12 joins and compares the bond/slip laws (corresponding to Figure 11’s largest loads) of both members 494 

that include multiple RC blocks (8x8_D8 and 12x12_D12) in order to study the difference among such diversely 495 

sized but equally stressed blocks. 496 

 497 

Figure 12. Bond-slip law comparison with MC2010’s for members 8x8_D8 and 12x12_D12 498 

What is immediately evident is member 8x8_D8’s large curves’ dissimilarity (absent in 12x12_D12). This 499 

suggests a higher quality of the latter’s results which, in return, suggests a certain arbitrarity of the result quality 500 

extractable by means of a DOFS test. It should be kept in mind that these tests were performed with an ODiSI-A 501 



interrogator model which has seen numerous upgraded versions in the later years, thus this conclusion should be 502 

restricted only to such model. Furthermore, the DOFS/rebar bonding technology also covers an influential role on 503 

the quality of the results. Indeed, the lack of a protective silicone layer on member 8x8_D8’s DOFS (similar to 504 

10x10_D16’s first segment’s) has proved to be a grave deficiency considering its extensive amount of incurred 505 

SRAs. More anomaly-free plot could have potentially yielded improved and more trust-worthy 8x8_D8 bond-slip 506 

laws. Moving on to Figure 12’s right plot, a much more consistent pair of curves is present which also bring up the 507 

interesting interrogative of the influence of the length of the RC blocks on the bond/slip behavior. Indeed, the curves 508 

suggest that member 12x12_D12’s longer RC block (segment 2) encompasses superior bond stresses for any 509 

selected slip value compared to the smaller segment 1. This difference is directly linked to the above mentioned 510 

Behaviors A and B which once again is a function of the study case RC block length. Overall, the latter seems to 511 

cover an important role in the bond/slip study of RC structure and, as such, it warrants further investigation. 512 

4. Conclusions 513 

For a proper study of the serviceability of Reinforced Concrete (RC) structures, the stress transfer approach is 514 

considered to be the most suitable methodology as it realistically portrays their inner-workings and, in particular, 515 

the interaction between concrete and embedded rebars. Up until the advent of Distributed Optical Fiber Sensors 516 

(DOFS), due to the lack of tools able to experimentally assess and accurately quantify such interaction, researchers 517 

have resorted to theoretical, empirical or numerical solutions. Thanks to the potential brought forwards by DOFS, 518 

this is not required anymore. 519 

DOFS are strain measuring tools whose potential related to the civil engineering field has been discovered only 520 

in the latest years. While most applications limit themselves to bonding the DOFS on a structure’s surface, a unique 521 

utility lies in the possibility of bonding them to the steel reinforcement bars later embedded inside RC structures. 522 

This allows for a constant and distributed monitoring of the steel’s mechanical strains along their service life or, in 523 

our case, along the duration of a laboratory test. 524 

The experimental campaign, topic of the present paper, saw the DOFS strain monitoring of rebars embedded 525 

inside multiple cracking and non-cracking RC ties while tested in tension. The goal, to gain insight on the fiber’s 526 

ability to sample data sufficiently accurate to perform a steel/concrete bond stress and slip assessment analysis. 527 

With the help of a Strain Reading Anomalies (SRA)-cleaning post-processing algorithm and polynomial 528 

approximations of varying degree to smoothen out the inherently lumpy DOFS strain profiles, the variation of the 529 

rebars’ strains, the position of the cracks and the members’ bond/slip values were extracted. This was achieved for 530 

both larger (Ø16) and smaller (Ø8) rebar diameters until the steel yielding stage. Furthermore, the cracking 531 

members’ cracks position detected by DOFS was compared against the ones detected by a simultaneous Digital 532 

Image Correlation (DIC) monitoring. Good agreement between the two was observed, demonstrating the viability 533 

of the DOFS/DIC combination for the testing of RC structures. 534 

The DOFS extracted strain profiles and bond/slip laws suggested the presence of a dual behavior of the RC 535 

blocks, namely non-cracking RC ties or by RC blocks between two cracks, potentially dictated by their longitudinal 536 

size. Indeed, a hybrid behavior between crack formation stage’s (named Behavior A) and stabilized cracking stage’s 537 

(named Behavior B) was found for members whose length is dangerously close to surpassing the maximum crack 538 

spacing length but not close enough to allow for the formation of a new crack. This is translated in different bond-539 

slip profiles too. Behavior A’s ascending branches tend to fan outwards whilst B’s are characterized by a compact 540 

ascending trend. Behavioral differences aside, if to compare the DOFS extracted bond/slip graphs with the Model 541 

Code 2010’s predictions, it can be noticed how DOFS’ bonds are consistently larger than the MC2010’s per similar 542 

slip values. Further research is required to assess whether this discrepancy is substantiated or simply the fruit of an 543 

un-performant ODiSI-A’s powered DOFS monitoring. Furthermore, for future DOFS applications a combination 544 

of gluing adhesive (cyanoacrylate for example) with the addition of a protective layer (silicone) is the preferable 545 

DOFS/rebar bonding technique as it removes undesired SRA-related uncertainties. 546 

In conclusion, while DOFS fibers bonded to the reinforcing steel seems to be optimal for crack detection and 547 

the derivation of the experimental rebars’ strain profiles, further research needs to be developed on the bond-slip 548 

prediction potential. 549 

 550 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Distributed Optical Fiber Sensor with loose termination (b) and bonded to a rebar 637 

  638 



 639 

Figure 2. Tested RC ties’ geometrical features (a) with their respective bonding technologies with (c) and without 640 

(b) the addition of a protective silicone layer. The DOFS-instrumented rebars were monitored by means of an 641 

ODiSI-A OBR interrogator (d). 642 
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 644 

Figure 3. Tensile test and Digital Image Correlation setup 645 
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 647 

Figure 4. Member 8x8_D8’s DOFS-measured steel strains at various load stages 648 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. DOFS measured steel strains versus time (a) and DOFS coordinates (b) 650 
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 652 

Figure 6. RC tensile member three stages behavior: elastic (a), crack formation (b) and stabilized cracking (c) 653 
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                   (a)       (b) 

Figure 7. 10x10_D12 (a) and 9x9_D12 (b) correlation between their designed dimensions, DIC analysis and 655 

DOFS extracted strain profiles 656 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 8. DOFS Steel strain profiles at various load stages inside member 10x10_D16 (a) and 12x12_D12 (b) 658 
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 660 

Figure 9. DOFS extracted strain profile and its different polynomial approximations (a) and just the latter two 661 

for better comparison(b) 662 
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 664 

Figure 10. Bond, slip and bond-slip calculation for 4th ,6th ,8th degree polynomial approximated strain profiles for 665 

member 8x8_D8 segment 1 666 
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 668 
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 670 

Figure 11. Bond, slip and bond-slip profiles of members 8x8_D8 segment 2, 10x10_D16 segment 1, 12x12_D12 671 

segment 1 and 2, 10x10_D12 and 9x9_D12 segment 1  672 
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 674 

Figure 12. Bond-slip law comparison with MC2010’s for members 8x8_D8 and 12x12_D12 675 

 676 
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